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Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) allows quantitative three-
dimensional analysis of whole organs. This includes the evaluation of
structural changes such as a reduced number of glomeruli in kidneys [1].

4. Standardized data management1. Implementing a big volume image analysis
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Big volume image data analysis is hardware-intensive and requires high-
performance implementations in efficient languages such as C++. 

2. MISA++ - A platform for custom C++ analysis tools
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Workload is organized in a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG) where nodes represent tasks and 
edges represent dependencies between two 
tasks.
MISA++ automatically runs tasks with satisfied 
dependencies in parallel until the work is done.

Easy modularization A set of tasks can be 
separated into a software library to be 
developed independently. The DAG of any 
MISA++ application can be re-used by another 
application via a standardized modularization 
interface.

Easy graph construction MISA++ comes with 
optional functions to simplify DAG creation and 
enhance code readability.    
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MISA++ wraps custom/third-party data types 
within structures termed caches.

Automated I/O A cache is associated to a 
location on the hard drive that is used to store 
currently unused data. On accessing a cache, it 
automatically loads the data from the hard drive 
location.  

Thread-safe access Tasks can access cached 
data via thread-safe functions.

Attaching metadata Any cache provides 
functions to attach user-defined metadata, such 
as quantification results.

5. Standardized data locations
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Caches are associated 
to a location in a virtual 
file system (VFS) 
defined in C++ code. 
VFS locations are 
linked to hard drive 
locations by the user.

Flexible data locations Users can either follow the VFS structure or 
redirect cache locations based on the current machine's file system.
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MISA++ applications read all application
settings from a standardized parameter
file that links filesystem locations to
caches in the VFS, defines samples and
their parameters, and allows to change
algorithm settings.
Any MISA++ application can automatically
generate a file in JSON schema format
that describes all available parameter file
properties.

Easy parameter definition Parameters
and optional documentation are created in
C++ code and automatically assigned to a
unique location.

Automated documentation The JSON schema describes all 
parameters, as well as the VFS structure, including input and output 
data. It can be read by humans and also parsed by other software.

6. Standardized graphical user interface

Your software

MISA++ interface

ImageJ/Fiji GUI

Via ImageJ plugin

We developed a graphical user interface for
any MISA++ application as ImageJ plugin.
It extracts all necessary information from the
automatically generated JSON schema to
generate user interfaces for setting up
analyses, running them, analyzing results, and
creating pipelines.
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